Zoom Meeting Preparation
● Please make sure your phone or computer is muted to minimize background noise.
○ To do this, hover over the bottom left-hand side of your screen and click “Mute.”
● Please make sure you have turned off your camera to save bandwidth and prevent any connectivity
issues.
○ To do this, hover over the bottom left-hand side of your screen and click “Stop Video.”
● Please submit questions during the presentation in the “Chat” function located on the bottom of your
screen.
If you require an interpreter or have other
accessibility needs for future LDOE
meetings, please contact
LDOEcommunications@la.gov.
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Nutrition Support Monthly
Call
October 5, 2021

Agenda
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

State Oversight Plan
Child Nutrition Emergency Cost Guidance
P-EBT Local Level Funding
CNP Website Redesign
School Year 2021-2022 Waivers
School Year 2021-2022 Operational Updates
Unanticipated School Closure Waivers
Training Updates
Other Program Updates
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State Oversight Plan

Administrative Reviews
CN Resource will send an introductory email reaching to SFAs scheduled for an AR this
SY. Tentatively, reviews will begin mid November.
CN Resource and LDOE are planning an AR training on October 19.
At this time, ARs will be conducted off-site. Site reviews will be virtual until it is safe to
return to in-person site reviews
The Administrative Review Schedule has been updated to reflect the Technical
Assistance conducted in SY 2020-2021. Note: Dates of reviews have not been
determined.
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Preparing for Your Administrative Review

Memo SFS-22-01
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Waiver to Provide Flexibility for ARs in SY 21-22
Waives certain school meal programs administrative review criteria in order to ensure
that State agencies are able to conduct administrative reviews when SFAs are only
operating the SSO in school year 2021-22
With minor modifications, Administrative Reviews can resume in SY 2021-22 even if
school systems are operating the Seamless Summer Option
• Reviews from SY 20-21 were postponed until SY 21-22.
• Reviews originally planned for SY 21-22 will now occur in SY 22-23.
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Waiver of On-site Monitoring Requirements in the
School Meals Programs
Effective Dates: July 1, 2021- 30 days after the end of the of the public health
emergency
Allows the on-site portion of the Administrative Review to be conducted through
off-site means (desk audit)
Also allows SFA on-site monitoring (due by February 1) to be conducted through
off-site means
Monitoring requirements for SSO are the same as with NSLP
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Waiver of On-site Monitoring Requirements for State
Agencies in the CACFP
Effective Dates: October 1, 2021- 30 days after the end of the of the public health
emergency
Allows the on-site portion of the Monitoring Review to be conducted through off-site
means (desk audit)
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Child Nutrition Emergency Cost Guidance

Overview: COVID-19 Emergency Operating Costs
Consolidated Appropriations Act, 2021 (Section 722)
Purpose: To provide additional funding for Child Nutrition Program operators whose
revenues decreased or were interrupted during the early days of the public health
emergency.
•
•
•

Relief is intended to address funding shortfalls.
Relief is not intended to address increased costs due to COVID-19.
The payment formula is tied to the past reimbursements as a result.

Funds must be deposited in the Nonprofit Food Service account and be used in
accordance with normal program requirements (i.e., on allowable CNP costs).
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Emergency Cost Guidance
USDA published guidance and Q&As regarding the Child Nutrition Program Emergency
Operational Costs programs in January. Please see Memo SFS-21-83 for more
information.
USDA released additional implementation plan guidance (Memo-SFS-21-x116) and
Q&As (Memo SFS-21-x117) to States in March.
Child Nutrition Emergency Operational Costs Reimbursement Programs: Q&As #3 was
released in August.
LDOE hosted a training regarding Emergency Operating Costs in April. The recording
and slides are available on Louisiana Fit Kids
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Emergency Cost Payments
School systems that operated CACFP in addition to National School Lunch could have
received 2 payments.
The School Food Service Emergency Operational Costs Reimbursement Program
payments contained the comment “CNP EMERGE COST” in the LaGOV payment system
(payments issued 8/26/21).
Any school system also receiving payments under CACFP Emergency Operational Costs
Reimbursement Program payments contained the comment “CNP EMERGE CACFP” in
the LaGOV payment system (payment issued 8/27/21). See Memo SFS-21-x225 for
payment information.
See Memo SFS-21-x238 for additional information.
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Emergency Cost Funds
Once deposited, emergency operational costs funds do not need to be tracked
separately from other funds in the Nonprofit Food Service account (i.e. the funds in
these accounts are fungible). Funds should be treated as FY 2021 funding, in line with
the award date during that same fiscal year and the period performance end date,
September 30, 2021.
Program operators must maintain documentation to ensure funds are used solely for
allowable program costs, as they would under any other circumstances.
CFDA numbers are the same as the program CFDA numbers.
•
•

NSLP- 10.555
CACFP- 10.558
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Emergency Cost Funds
It is a one-time payment per program (School Food Service and CACFP). The calculation
was based on a USDA formula comparing reimbursements from March, April, May and
June 2020 to those received in the same months in 2019.
Payment Formula Overview
• 55% of the difference between reimbursements from the months of April, May,
and June 2020 and the same months in 2019, and
• For March 2020 calculations, the payment is half of 55% of the difference
between March 2020 and March 2019
• Calculations are made on a per month basis
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P-EBT and Local Level Funding for Schools

P-EBT Suggested Communication for Schools
DCFS has developed a Suggested Communication for Schools document and sample
form for schools to provide to parents when requesting Address or Mode of Instruction
Changes.
These resources can assist schools with communication regarding P-EBT questions and
benefit updates.

Memo SFS-21-x220
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Parent Portal
Parents should be directed to the new Parent Portal for viewing and managing all
of their children’s P-EBT benefit cases.
The new portal will assist families with determining:
• if they are to receive P-EBT benefits
• what amounts they will/have received on their P-EBT card
• when additional funds have been added to their card
School systems should provide this link and information about the new portal to
parents to help lessen the number of calls and questions regarding their child’s
benefits.
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PEBT Administrator’s Portal
DCFS released a P-EBT Admin Portal. This portal will provide the following features
for schools:
• Upload spreadsheets
• Fix exceptions / data errors
• Edit certain case details and student data
• Edit details on affiliated schools
• Add a new affiliated school
• Search for student details associated to benefits that have been issued
To access the P-EBT Admin Portal, school data managers will need a My.LA.gov
account. If additional staff need access, please work with the school data managers.
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Summer Data File Submission
Summer files are to be submitted via P-EBT Administration Portal (short URL: https://bit.ly/PebtPortal). All schools
will need to submit summer files which include all students who were not part of school’s May submission and
qualify under the summer program.

•

Attended the school at least 1 day in May AND the school participates in the National School Lunch
Program (online schools or schools who do not provide lunches or participate in NSLP do not qualify)

•

Attended a 2020-21 CEP school OR qualified for Free/Reduced Lunch OR qualified under SNAP

Data Managers can download the Summer Data File from the P-EBT Toolbox
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Summer Benefits
Ed Tech and DCFS are continuing to reach out to data managers and their superintendents who have not
submitted Summer Benefits. All files must be submitted through the new Admin Portal. If the LEA submitted
via the Admin Portal and do not see cases for the student they submitted, please contact
DCFS.PEBTsupport@la.gov for assistance.
There is an updated list on DCFS’s P-EBT Website of all schools who have completed, are in-process or have
not complete submitting files. A link is also provided via this link https://bit.ly/Aug15Status.
If a school’s status is listed in error, please contact Carol.Mosley@la.gov to update. Please use subject line:
School Submission Status Update.
Quick link to the P-EBT admin portal: https://bit.ly/PebtPortal
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P-EBT Local Level Funding for Schools
In addition to benefits awarded directly to families, USDA has made funding available to all
operators of NSLP and SBP responsible for activities related to the FY 2021 State Pandemic
Electronic Benefit Transfer (P-EBT). LDOE is responsible for providing funding to all schools.
FY 21 P-EBT are all P-EBT activities that:
• Occurred between October 2020 – September 2021 in conjunction to P-EBT benefits issued for
school year 2020-2021 and summer 2021.
• Districts that opted to operate Seamless Summer Option or the Summer Food Service Program in
place of traditional NSLP/SBP due to COVID 19 waiver flexibilities may also be eligible.
• These activities include but are not limited to reporting student-level or school level learning
models to their States, fielding questions from the community, and collecting and processing
applications solely for P-EBT.
Memo SFS-21-x239
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P-EBT Local Level Funding for Schools
USDA allowed for an alternative to collecting local cost information and submitting the
costs by proposing a simplified methodology to determine the amount of
administrative funding to support local level activities associated with P-EBT. Louisiana
elected to use this flexibility to award funds to all SFAs.
Instead of submitting a request, the State had the flexibility to award a specified dollar
amount to all eligible entities based on the number of P-EBT eligible children in lieu of
collecting itemized cost information.
USDA has stated that all program related costs must be documented and supportable, unless
Flexibility 1 is used, in which case the State should document the entity paid and the tiered
level of the payment. Louisiana used Flexibility 1 for all SFAs.
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P-EBT Local Level Funding for Schools
Payments will contain the comment “FNS P-EBT LOC ADM” in the LaGOV payment
system and were issued on 9/9/21. The CFDA number is 10.649. See Memo
SFS-21-x226 for payment information.
Due to the wide variation in the number of P-EBT eligible children across local entities,
FNS has developed the three simplified payment amounts.
Number of P-EBT Eligible Children in
Local Entity

Streamlined Funding Amount per Local
Entity

Less than 1,000

$ 614

1,001-5,000

$ 3,063

5,001 - 1,000,000 +

$ 5,814
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CNP Website Redesign

New Website
http://cnp.doe.louisiana.gov
Same web address, new and
improved functionality

Send website questions or comments to:
Childnutritionprograms@la.gov
Please provide examples of what
functionality you need!
26
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Why?
•We have been working hard to bring you a new website;
•Referenced State agency websites all over the country;
•Reorganized information;
•Created consistent flow between programs;
•The Website will “go live” Monday, October 4.
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The Basics
•You will use the same web address
•You will still be able to access your login to the CNP online system
•Non-discrimination statement is displayed in 4 languages
•Direct links to Louisiana Fit Kids, CN Resource, and USDA
•Easy access to programs (CACFP, SFS, and SFSP)
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Each Program…..
•Contains an overview
•Civil Rights information
•Regulatory Guidance
•New Sponsor Information
•And Resources with tons of direct links to USDA resources
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When You Click “Sign In”.....
•CNP Web: You will be linked to the CNP online application (where you submit
applications and claims)
•FDCHFP: for Family Daycare Homes
•Escholar: to the login page for eScholar
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To get back to the original website…
Find Resources on the
homepage of the website
under programs

This menu is at the
bottom of each page on
the website

TIP: As of October 1, 2021,
memos are posted under year
2022
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School Year 2021-2022 Food Service Waivers

SY 2021-22 Waivers
85. Nationwide Waiver to Allow the Seamless Summer Option through School Year 2021-2022
86. Nationwide Waiver to Allow Summer Food Service Program Reimbursement Rates in School
Year 2021-2022
87. Nationwide Waiver to Allow Non-Congregate Meal Service for School Year 2021-2022
88. Nationwide Waiver of Meal Times for School Year 2021-2022
89. Nationwide Waiver to Allow Parents and Guardians to Pick Up Meals for Children for School
Year 2021-2022
90. Nationwide Waiver to Allow Specific School Meal Pattern Flexibility for School Year 2021-2022
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SY 2021-22 Waivers (Continued)
91. Nationwide Waiver to Allow Specific Meal Pattern Flexibility in the Child and Adult Care Food Program for
School Year 2021-2022
92. Nationwide Waiver to Allow Offer Versus Serve Flexibility for Senior High Schools in School Year 2021-2022
93. Nationwide Waiver of Area Eligibility in the Afterschool Programs and for Family Day Care Home Providers
in School Year 2021-2022
94. Nationwide Waiver of Onsite Monitoring Requirements in the School Meals Programs – Revised –
EXTENSION
95. Nationwide Waiver of Onsite Monitoring Requirements for State Agencies in the Child and Adult Care Food
Program – EXTENSION
96. Nationwide Waiver of Monitoring Requirements for Sponsors in the Child and Adult Care Food Program –
EXTENSION

*Waiver opt-ins for SY 21-22 waivers are a part of the SY 21-22 NSLP online application. Must
submit both opt-ins and opt-outs.
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Waiver to Allow the SSO through SY 2021-22
USDA is allowing SSO operations during the regular school year, effective July 1, 2021
through June 30, 2022.
This flexibility is available to all SFAs (including RCCIs)
Any school can operate SSO during the regular school year
• All children 18 and under receive meals at no charge
• Meals do not need to be counted and claimed by eligibility category
• Area eligibility waiver is not necessary; all schools can participate regardless of
location or percentage of students eligible for free or reduced-price meals
• Can operate open or closed enrolled SSO sites
NOTE: Only 2 meals can be served under SSO (Breakfast and Lunch). Afterschool
snacks would be served under NSLP ASP or CACFP in SY 21-22
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Waiver to Allow the SFSP Reimbursement Rates
through SY 2021-22
Effective Dates: July 1, 2021- June 30, 2022
Allows SFAs that operate SSO to claim meals and snacks at the SFSP reimbursement
rates. The reimbursement rates will be the high (rural or self-prep) rates
SFAs choosing to operate NSLP in SY 21-22 will NOT receive SFSP reimbursement rates
for meals and snacks served.
XXII Waiver High Breakfast Rate

2.4625

XXII Waiver High Lunch Rate

4.3175
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Waivers to Promote Operational Flexibility
•

Non-Congregate Meals

•

Meal Time Flexibility

•

Parent/ Guardian Pick-up

•

Offer versus Serve Flexibility

*Local operators should use these waivers only for the duration and extent needed. USDA
encourages SFAs to return to standards meal service operations when it is safe to do so.
Also, once it is safe to resume a congregate meal service, program operators should end
bulk or bundled meal distribution.
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Waiver to Allow Specific School Meal Pattern
Flexibilities
Effective Dates: October 1, 2021- June 30, 2022
With justification, specific meal pattern requirements are waived to allow program
operators to serve meals that may not meet the nutrition standards.
Programs Allowed: NSLP/SBP, SSO
Note: CN Response #74 allowed broader meal pattern flexibility in SSO only through
September 30, 2021
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Specific School Meal Pattern Flexibilities
The following specific requirements are waived:
• That menus meet the dietary specification for sodium
• That all grains offered be whole grain-rich
• That, for pre-schoolers, at least one serving per day, across all eating occasions,
must be whole grain-rich
• To offer a variety of vegetables from the vegetable subgroups
• To offer a variety (at least two different options) of fluid milk
• That low-fat milk must be unflavored
• To plan menus and offer food components for specified age/grade groups in the
stated combinations
States must consider approval on a case-by-case basis (with the exception of sodium)
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What This Waiver Means
•

This meal pattern waiver provides flexibilities to SFAs for the specific meal pattern
requirements described in the previous slide

•

All other meal pattern requirements remain in effect

•

USDA has offered these specific flexibilities to support schools with offering
alternative meal service models and support social distancing efforts.

•

This specific meal pattern waiver does not allow SFAs to not serve an entire
component, serve less than the required amounts to meet the daily and weekly
requirements, or provide flexibilities for meeting the meal pattern requirements
due to product shortages or delivery issues
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Waiver to Allow Fiscal Action Flexibility for Meal
Pattern Violations
Waiver for the following regulations when there is a supply chain disruption with
respect to foods served under the NSLP, SBP, or SSO and such disruption is due to
COVID–19:
• The requirement to apply fiscal action for missing food components or missing
production records as detailed in 7 CFR 210.18(l)(2)(i); and
• The requirement to apply fiscal action for repeated violations involving milk type and
vegetable subgroups as detailed in 7 CFR 210.18(l)(2)(ii).
When determining whether this waiver is applicable during an administrative review,
State agencies should consider all of the information SFAs have available that illustrates
that a COVID-19 supply chain disruption occurred.
This waiver is available through June 30, 2022.
Memo SFS21-x243
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Waiver to Allow Specific Meal Pattern Flexibilities in
CACFP
Effective Dates: July 1, 2021- June 30, 2022
Specific meal pattern requirements are waived to allow program operators to serve
meals that may not meet the nutrition standards
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Specific CACFP Meal Pattern Flexibilities
The following specific requirements are waived:
• That at least one serving per day of grain must be whole grain
rich
• That crediting of grains by ounce equivalents must be fully
implemented by October 1, 2021
• That low-fat milk must be unflavored
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Meal Pattern Waiver Elections
Meal pattern waivers will only be approved through December 31, 2021. This includes
previously submitted (and approved) meal pattern waivers.
•

If supply chain issues continue after December 31, 2021, the SFA can extend the
waiver request at that time.

As a reminder, SFAs must maintain documentation on file for any unforeseen vendor
delivery and/or shortage issue that prevents an SFA from meeting the meal pattern.
•

This documentation does not need to be submitted to the State Agency, but
rather maintained on file, should it need to be reviewed at a later date.
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Grits As A Whole Grain Food
When hominy in a dried, milled for, such as grits, it credits toward the grain component
as a whole grain rich food.
½ cup cooked or 1 oz (28 grams) dry grits credits as 1 ounce equivalent grains (oz eq)
Refer to Memo SFS-19-x179
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School Year 2021-2022 Operational Updates

SY 21-22 Claiming
If operating regular NSLP/SBP for breakfast, lunch and snack, the SFA will claim usual the NSLP/SBP
claim.
If operating SSO for breakfast and lunch AND afterschool snack, the SFA will claim breakfast and
lunch under the seamless section of the claim (green section) and will claim the snack under the
regular NSLP section of the claim

There should be no double entry of breakfast or lunch meals under both areas of the claim
(NSLP/SBP and SSO). Breakfast and lunch meal data should only be input once, under the
appropriate section (NSLP/SBP or SSO).
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Q&As for CNP Operations in SY 2021-2022
To date, USDA has released 4 Q&A memos
Provide clarifications on questions related to CNP operations during SY 2021-2022
•
•
•
•

Memo SFS-21-x184 for Q&As for CNP Operations is SY 2021-2022
Memo SFS-21-x197 for Previously Issued Q&As Relating to Operation of the
CNPs: Updated for SY 2021-2022
Memo SFS-21-x205 for CEP Operations during SY 2021-2022: Q&As
NEW! Memo SFS-21-x255 for Q&As for CNP Operations is SY 2021-2022
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Weekend and Holiday Meals in SY 21-22
SFAs may NOT provide weekend and holiday meals through SSO when school is in
session during the regular school year in SY 2021-2022 unless the the weekend
instruction is considered an integral part of the required curriculum.
Weekend and holiday meals may be provided through CACFP At-Risk Afterschool Meals
in SY 2021-2022
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RCCIs Operating Under SSO Claiming Weekend and
Holiday Meals
•

•

Because RCCIs are reimbursed on a “per day of operation” basis and have
traditionally been reimbursed for meals served on weekends and holidays, RCCIs
that operate SSO during SY 2021-2022 may serve SSO meals on weekends and
holidays.
These meals will be reimbursed at the SFSP rate.
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Virtual Schools
The Waiver to Allow the Seamless Summer Option through School Year 2021-2022 was
made available to SFAs that are responsible for the administration of meal service at
NSLP-participating schools.
Virtual academies do not offer meal service operated by an SFA and are not authorized
to provide SSO pursuant to the waiver.
However, students who attend a virtual academy may pick up meals at an open site
operated by an SFA.
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SY 2021-2022 Online Application
•
•
•
•
•

Should complete the NSLP Online application before completing the SSO
application.
Waiver selections require either an opt-in or an opt-out response
Seamless Summer At A Glance resource can assist with completing SSO
application
Applications are past due!
Application revisions are needed for for any changes to operations. This includes
meal time changes, adding snack, calendar updates, etc.

Please see the Important Due Dates Resource for SY 2021-2022 for other upcoming
deadlines
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Meals Applications and SSO
The school meal application is used to determine eligibility for free or reduced priced
meals and, by extension, P-EBT eligibility.
SFAs must make applications available as needed to certify children for free and
reduced-priced meals and may be used to qualify newly eligible children for SY
2021-2022 and summer 2022 P-EBT benefits

Updated free and reduced-priced materials are posted to the CNP website under the
“Forms” section
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Direct Certification Requirements
All SFAs operating SSO (even those not planning to process applications) are still
required to use eScholar to directly certify students. Updates are available monthly.
The requirement to notify households of Direct Certification eligibility has not been
waived.
Templates have been created to include language that explains why households are
receiving this letter in a school year when all students are eligible for free meals.
These templates are available in English and Spanish.
The August file is now available in eScholar.
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Verification for SY 2021-2022
SFAs that collect household applications in SY 2021-2022 are required to conduct
verification, regardless of the reason the applications were collected and/or the CNP
operating.
• The sample size used to conduct verification activities must be based on the
number of approved applications on file as of October 1, 2021. See Memo
SFS-22-02
• Updated templates for 2021-2022 on located under forms
• As a reminder, even those SFAs that do not conduct the verification process must
complete the online verification summary form
Please refer to Memo SFS-21-x251 for the verification non-response rates to be used
for SY 2021-2022
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Procurement Update
On September 29, 2021, Governor John Bel Edwards extended Emergency Provisions
due to the COVID-19 Public Health Emergency in Proclamation 182 JBE 2021.
• Includes the suspension of Louisiana Public Bid Law and allows emergency
procurement of goods and services necessary to respond to the COVID-19
emergency.
The proclamation extends the provisions through Wednesday, October 27, 2021, or as
extended by any subsequent Proclamation, unless terminated sooner.
As a reminder, the regulatory authority found in Federal procurement regulations
formerly at 2 CFR 200.320(f)(2), now at 2 CFR 200.320(c)(3), allows operators to use the
emergency noncompetitive proposal procurement method to negotiate a new
one-year contract for school year 2021-2022.
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Unanticipated School Closures Waivers

Waiver Updates to Address Meal Service During
Unanticipated School Closures
Waivers for cases when SFSP operations are in place during unanticipated school
closures.
Options, such as non-congregate feeding, were not available to service institutions
that may serve SFSP meals during unanticipated school closures
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Unanticipated School Closure Waivers
SFS – 21-x244 CN Waiver Update to Address Meal Service during Unanticipated School Closures and Supply Chain Issues
SFS-21-x245 Nationwide Waiver to Allow Non-Congregate Meal Service for SFSP Operators during Unanticipated School
Closures in SY 2021-22
SFS-21-x246 Nationwide Waiver of Meal time requirement for SFSP operators during unanticipated school closures in SY
2021-2022
SFS-21-x247 Nationwide Waiver to Allow Parents and Guardians to Pick Up Meals served by SFSP Operators during
Unanticipated School closures in SY 2021-2022
SFS-21-x248 Nationwide Waiver of Area Eligibility for SFSP Operators during Unanticipated School closures in SY
2021-2022
SFS-21-x249 Nationwide Waiver to Allow Service of Meals at School Sites during Unanticipated School Closures in SY
2021-2022
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Training Updates

Training Updates
Training registration for LDOE trainings is located on Louisiana Fit Kids
(www.louisianafitkids.com).
•
•

You will receive a follow up with an email confirming attendance, training hours
received, and USDA training code(s).
After the training, each registered participant should complete a
questionnaire/evaluation

Registration for the October trainings are now open
Training slides and recorded videos (when available) are also posted to Louisiana Fit
Kids
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Upcoming Virtual Trainings
Registration is open for the following October trainings (register at Louisiana Fit Kids):
• Thursday, October 7: Verification at 1 p.m.
• Tuesday, October 12: Writing Food Specifications at 1 p.m.
• Thursday, October 14: Civil Rights at 1 p.m.
• Tuesday, October 19: Preparing for Your Administrative Review at 1 p.m.
• Thursday, October 28: National School Lunch Program Meal Pattern and Offer vs.
Serve at 1 p.m.
Next Monthly Call: Tuesday, November 2, 2021 at 1 p.m.
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Manager Training
Directors may request a manager training class for their SFA, or a combination of SFAs.
● No cost to the SFA
● Minimum of 10 participants
● Virtual or in-person
● Schedule may be customized
Register at this link (Memo SFS-21-92). Please contact melissa.campbell@la.gov with
questions.
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Other Program Reminders

eScholar Updates
The LDOE has worked closely with eScholar on a project that will improve the matching
system.

The improved system allows schools to match student enrollment data against program
records to determine eligibility.
The updated system supports multiple agency programs such as Supplemental
Nutrition Assessment Program (SNAP), Temporary Assistance for Needy Families
(TANF), Foster Care, and Migrant students, DC extended, and Manual matching.
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TANF Updates
TANF will be available for matching through eScholar in soon
File download will be the same format as SNAP
Both SNAP and TANF files should be accepted by Food Service software without
overriding SNAP data
Both the DM Index and 3.0 file will be available for download
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eScholar CEP Manager
CEP Manager will be released in time for the April 2022 CEP Population Data and CEP
Elections
In anticipation, SFAs should ensure all student matches, including manual matches and
address matches, should be completed in eScholar to ensure correct Population Data
will be in the system
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Pre-Approved Equipment List
•

Please see Memo SFS-21-87 for the pre-approved
equipment list

•

If the equipment item is NOT listed on the SA Pre-approved
List, CNP Operators should fill out the Louisiana Equipment
Purchase Preapproval Form and send it to the email
address: childnutritionprograms@la.gov.
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DSNAP
DCFS received a three-day DSNAP extension, October 11-13
•

Please see the press release for more information.

DCFS continues to add information and resources to to DSNAP FAQs and DSNAP page.

The following Disaster SNAP Outreach Materials are available: Current talking points
• DSNAP flyer (The flyer is translated into Spanish and Vietnamese. The flyers are
posted on the DCFS website)
• DSNAP presentation
Please see Memo SFS-21-x240 for more information.
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National Farm to School Month
Take the Louisiana Farm
to School Challenge and
share your experience
with others!
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National School Lunch Week
NSLW 2021 is scheduled for October 11-15 by an act of Congress, but if your district is observing a
holiday or teacher workday during that week you can celebrate the week before, the week after,
or anytime—it’s up to you!
•
•

Send Cathy Carmichael your photos, stories, pics from your phone,
pics of food--anything you would like to share!
We will highlight these pics and stories on the Louisiana Fit Kids
website and share on social media.

Cathy Carmichael cathy.carmichael@pbrc.edu
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Questions
Contact the
LDOE Division of Nutrition Support at
childnutritionprograms@la.gov or
225-342-9661
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